QuietCall®
Pharmacy Paging System

Good Customer Care
Brings Good Business
Protect your customers’ privacy and turn their waiting experience
into a pleasant one with a QuietCall pharmacy paging system.
QuietCall silently notifies customers with a flash, beep or vibe the
instant their prescription is ready. You can call waiting customers
back to the pharmacy for further consultation. No long lines,
agitated customers or noisy overhead systems to worry about.

QuietCall silently notifies
customers when their
prescription is ready,
freeing customers to roam
or shop while they wait.

QuietCall also helps you increase sales. Lightweight, convenient
pagers free customers to shop and spend more or walk around
during the wait. With QuietCall, your staff will deliver more
efficient and customer-friendly service than ever before.
Your customers will appreciate a secured, quieter and more
enjoyable experience.

QuietCall Highlights
> Customer-Friendly Paging
Fulfill orders faster, create a
friendlier ambiance and
increase sales.

> Smart Charging
Dramatically extends the
life of pager batteries without
overcharging them.

> Anti-Theft Feature
Minimizes pager loss with
an out-of-range alert.

> HIPAA-Friendly
Communication*
Protects customer privacy
with silent, confidential
paging.

> Most Reliable Pagers
Are made from highquality parts for the best
performance in the industry.
QuietCall LTDTM AIO
Same functionality as QuietCall, but
in a smaller footprint All-In-One (AIO)
format. The base station, battery charger
and pagers are combined into one piece
of equipment that holds up to 15 pagers.

> User-Replaceable
Rechargeable Batteries
Battery replacement is easy
and convenient, keeping the
cost of ownership down.

> Increased Advertising
Opportunities
Allow you to deliver
promotions or unique
messages like sales and
specials to waiting customers
while they shop.

*See back for details.

CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION

800.925.8091

QuietCall Features & Specifications
UHF Technology

> Up to 2 miles of coverage
> Perfect for large stores, hospitals and multiple levels

Unique System ID

> Prevents interference from other wireless systems

Base Station

> Easy for staff to use
> Built for maximum strength and durability
> Handles up to 999 pagers
> Backlit for better visibility
> Built-in clock to help manage wait times

Pagers

QuietCall LTDTM Pager
Sleek, ergonomically
designed pager with
user-changeable
advertising insert.

CrystalCall®
Paddle Pager
Pager vibrates and lights
when paged. Paddle
includes user-changeable advertising insert.

> Select pager option that works best for you
> Pagers can flash, vibe or beep for versatility
> Duty alerts for quick reminders and communication
> Promote sales/specials on pager advertising panel

PC Page (compatible)

> Send personalized messages through a computer
> Schedule reminders and messages to any pager
> Works with Windows® 98, 2000 & XP

Phone Interface
(optional)

> Page from any phone handset
> Send numeric or text messages
> Easy-to-use voice prompts

Locate Feature

> Easily locate missing pagers with a press of a
button to reduce loss

Out-of-Range Alert

> Helps reduce accidental loss

Smart Charging

> Extends the life of pager batteries without
overcharging them
> Charges all pagers in 2 hours

User-Replaceable
Rechargeable Batteries

Additional pager
options available

> Indicator light shows battery is charging or
needs replacement
> Simple user-replacement of batteries
guarantees no down time
> Pager battery life is 3-5 years

CrystalCall®
Belt Clip Pager
Pager vibrates and
lights when paged.

SmartCall pager options
TM

COME TO
COUNTER

SmartCall
Alpha Numeric
Belt Clip Pager
Alphanumeric, four-line
text messaging pager.
Clips on belt. Also available with a paddle.

RECEPTION

SmartCall
Numeric Pager
Numeric one-line or 12character text messaging
pager. Also available
with a paddle.

4 Lite Message Pager
HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act). HME Wireless pagers help
you comply to U.S. & International privacy laws to protect your customer and your business.

Each of the four lights signal a different message.
Also available in paddle
style pager. Custom lenses are available for large
orders.

About HME Wireless
HME Wireless, Inc. offers a complete line of onsite messaging solutions to improve efficiency and customer service
for restaurants, hospitals, church nurseries, salons and retail businesses. Headquartered in Suwanee, Georgia,
HME Wireless, Inc. is a subsidiary of HME, Inc., an innovative technology company focused on enhancing productivity
and customer service for multiple markets including restaurant and pro audio since 1971.
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